ABE SCHWARTZ
Master of Klezmer Music

Volume One - The First Recordings 1917
1. Russian Sher
2. Russian Bulgar
   early 1917 c, ct, fl, p, d
   as Oriental Orchestra
3. Lebedig (Gay and Jolly) [Lively]
4. Die Zihorene Chassene (The Silver Wedding) [Anniversary]
5. Tete Siser [Tate Ziser] (Sweet Father)
6. Nit By Motin [Nit hay Moten]
   ca. August 1917- c, ct, fl, p, d
   as Yiddisher Orchestra
7. Keshenerver Bulgar
8. Sadegurer Chussed'l
9. Chuken Tanz (Wedding Dance)
10. Tantz, Tantz Yiddelach (Dance On, Dance On)
11. Beim Rebens Side (At the Rebis Banquet)
12. Mitzvoh Tantz, Mit Der Kalez (Mitse-tants With the Bride)
13. Mazel Tov (Good Luck)
14. Die Yiddisches Neshomoh [The Jewish Soul]
   November 1917- c, ct, fl, p, d
   as Yiddisher Orchestra
   also some issues as: Orquestra Oriental; (Greek) Orchestra; Jewish-
   Russian Orchestra; Oriental Orchestra
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Thanks for the use of 78s, discography, and advice to: Robert Godfried, Pat
Conte, Frank London, Kurt Bjorling, Rebecca Miller, Shlomo Pextoe, Richard
Spotswood, Joel Rubin, Michael Alpert, Jerry Rosenfeld, Roger Kaufman, James
Garber and one or more persons whose names are omitted by oversight.

Abe Schwartz was born in Rumania in the 1880s, emigrated to America during the
early years of the 20th century and became one of the foremost orchestra leaders of
the Golden Age of recorded Yiddish music. His recording career began in the second decade of
this century, leading orchestras of 3 to 9 musicians under the generic names of Oriental
Orchstra, Yiddisher Orchestra and Jewish-Russian Orchestra and later as Abe
Schwartz's Orchestra.

His records were marketed in Jewish, Ukrainian, Russian, Rumanian, Polish,
Lithuanian, and Greek series. No matter the ethnicity, Schwartz's music carried the
distinctive Yiddish sound - what is commonly called klezmer today.

In a career that spanned the 1910s-1940s, Schwartz recorded in a wide range of styles
and ensembles: large orchestras in which he played violin or piano, musical interludes for
the skits of Yiddish comedians, violin solos to the piano accompaniment of his daughter
Sylvia, and as arranger and accompanist for vocalists.

As a composer of Yiddish songs, his widest known work is Di Grine Kuzine, the best
selling Yiddish song of its time. His performances include some of the oldest doina and
hora repertoire. Commercial consideration and a sense of popular taste caused him to add
popular and jazz elements to klezmer music.

The sound of the Schwartz band differed from recording session to recording session:
the number of musicians, the lead instruments and instrumentists changed. Sometimes
the orchestra was showcase for a single musician: Shimele Beckerman, Dave Tarras or
Philip Greenberg, other times the focus was on ensemble playing.

Schwartz's recordings were an amalgam of how he and the record company perceived
the market. At a session ca. August 1917 Schwartz recorded 4 selections that had been
waxed on December 2, 1915 by Abraham Ellenberg's Yiddisher Orchestra for a
competing company. (See 3-6) Schwartz used the same titles as the earlier recordings al-
though in most cases specific titles did not exist in the old klezmer repertoire.

Unlike the efforts of other bands to duplicate the recording successes of competing
bands or recording labels, Schwartz always significantly changed the interpretation, not
necessarily for the better but always in his original and distinctive way. For instance,
Schwartz's tempos are usually a little faster than earlier recordings, the trombone playing
more powerful and rhythmic, the clarinet embellishments and counterpoint rhythmically
centered. The Schwartz Orchestra's interpretations are more American, less European in
their treatment of tempo and instrumental texture, but in style and melodic phrasing still
sound more European than most of the other klezmer ensembles recorded in
America.

In this first volume of our reissues of Abe Schwartz's recordings we are presenting all
the known issues from his first 3 sessions which occurred in 1917.

Original titles have been provided as well as more accurate transliterations and
translations were appropriate.
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Other Global Village Music titles include:
102 Emil Bruh Klezmer Violinist
103 The Mazetones Seattle/Romania.
104 Klezmer Music 1910-1942.
105 Dave Tarras Master of Klezmer Music.
106 Dave Tarras Tants Yidelach
107 Old Country Music - Klezmer Music in Europe
108 Alhambra Performs Judeo-Spanish Songs.
109 Leon Schwartz "Like in a different world".
110 Zmiros Eclectic Klezz
111 Lifshe Scheater-Widman
112 Rachel Korn - Paper Roses - Yiddish Poetry
113 Kezmer Vod Klez Encounters
115 Victoria Hazan - Master of Sephardic Music
116 Maxwell Street Klezmer Band - Maxwell Street Days
117 Mariam Nirenberg Folksongs in the East
European Jewish Tradition...
118 The Mazetones Odessa, Washington.
119 Naftule Brandwine.
120 Cantor David Propis
121 The New Shtel Band Jewish & Balkan Dance Music
122 Joel Rubin Klezmer Band - Brave Old World.
123 Sima Miller Heritage 1.
124 Sima Miller Heritage 2.
125 Rabbi Mordechia Twerski - Heartworks
127 Alhambra Art of Judeo-Spanish Song.
128 Harry Kandel Russian Sher.
129 Zmiros Cholent With Huckleberry
130 Sima Miller Heritage 3.
131 Sima Miller Heritage 4.
132 Sima Miller Heritage 5.
133 Songs of Gebirtig & Warshavsky
134 Tenney & Schreck Lomir Zingen Yiddish Lid.
135 Oomph Between Two Worlds
136 Maxwell Street Klezmer Band Maxwell Street Wedding
137 The Mazetones Meshugge For You.
139 Flory Jagoda Kantikas Di Mi Nona.
140 Abe Schwartz Volume 2.
141 Teddi Schwartz Kurmt Arayn
142 Larry Mesirow A Ladino Songbook.
143 Flory Jagoda Memories of Sarajero.
144 Roslyn Bresnick-Perry Holiday Memories of a Shtetl Childhood.
146 Judy Frankel Stainway of Gold
147 Hakki Obadia Iraqi Jewish and Iraqi Music.
148 Ballads and Songs of Moroccan Jewish Women.
149 Religious Music of Moroccan Jewish Men.
150 Ruth Rubin Yiddish Songs of the Holocaust
151 The Mazetones Zey Gezunt.
152 Rita Felder Timepieces.
153 The West End Klezmerim Freylekhs 21.
155 Flory Jagoda Nona Kantas.
156 The Modern Klezmer Quartet - Hora and Blue
157 Judy Frankel Sephardic Songs of Love & Hope
158 Hot Pstromi
164 Elias Ladino Ensemble
166 Flory Jagoda Bosnian Jewish Women's Music
167 Tia's Simcha Songs
168 Leopold Kozlowski The Last Klezmer
02 The Compleat Klezmer
02 The Compleat Klezmer
02 The Compleat Klezmer
03 Rimplanto Italian Music in America, 1915-1929.
02 L'appuntamento Italian Mandolin 1.
03 Speranza perdue Italian Mandolin 2.
075 Chestra e La Voci Ca Canuscite.
076 La Baronessa di Canini Vol 1.
077 La Baronessa di Canini Vol 2.
078 Cantate Con Noi
081 George Mgrichian The Oud.
082 Svirka Woman's Balkan Chorus.
083 George Mgrichian On the Oud.
084 Svirka Sweet and Strong.
085 The John Vartan Ensemble A Mid-East Mosaic.
086 The Gypsies Gypsy Swing.
087 Zlatne Uste Brass Band Golden Lips.
088 Hakki Obadia Classical Music of Middle East.
089 John Bilezikjan Armenian Oud.
ABE SCHWARTZ
Master of Klezmer Music
The First Recordings - 1917
Volume One

1. Russian Sher (3:07)
2. Russian Bulgar (3:03)
3. Lebedig [Gay and Jolly] (Lively) (2:56)
4. Die Ziberne Chassene (The Silver Wedding) [Anniversary] (3:10)
5. Tate Siser [Tate Ziser] (Sweet Father) (3:32)
7. Keshenerev Bulgar (3:17)
8. Sadegurke Chusedil (3:05)
9. Chuchen Tanz (Wedding Dance) (3:30)
10. Tantz, Tantz Yiddelach (Dance On, Dance On) (3:12)
11. Beim Rebens Sideh (At the Rebeis Banquet) (3:28)
12. Mitzvoh Tantz, Mit Der Kaleh [Mitsce-tants With the Bride] (3:15)
13. Mazel Tov (Good Luck) (3:26)
14. Die Yiddishe Neshomoh [Jewish Soul] (3:20)
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ABE SCHWARTZ
Master of Klezmer Music
Volume One - The First Recordings - 1917

1. Russian Sher (3:07)
2. Russian Bulgar (3:03)
   early 1917 - c, cl, tb, fl, p, d
   as Oriental Orchestra
3. Lebedig (Gay and Jolly) [Lively] (2:56)
4. Die Ziberne Chassene (The Silver Wedding) [Anniversary] (3:10)
5. Tate Siser [Tate Ziser] (Sweet Father) (3:22)
   ca. August 1917 - c, cl, fl, p, d
   as Yiddisher Orchestra
7. Keshnerer Bulgar (3:17)
8. Sadegurer Chussed'l (3:05)
9. Chuhen Tanz (Wedding Dance) (3:30)
10. Tanz, Tanz Yiddelach (Dance On, Dance On) (3:12)
11. Beim Rebens Sideh [At the Rebe's Banquet] (3:28)
12. Mitzvoh Tanz, Mit Der Kaleh [Mitsce-tants With the Bride] (3:15)
13. Mazel Tov (Good Luck) (3:26)
14. Die Yiddishe Neshomah [The Jewish Soul] (3:20)
   November 1917 - c, tb, cl, fl, p, d
   as Yiddisher Orchestra
   also some issues as: Orquesira Oriental; (Greek) Orchestra; Jewish-Russian Orchestra;
   Oriental Orchestra
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